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	Discover relevant questionsâ€•and detailed answersâ€•to help you prepare for job interviews and break into the field of analytics. This book contains more than 200 questions based on consultations with hiring managers and technical professionals already working in analytics. Interview Questions in Business Analytics: How to Ace Interviews and Get the Job You Want fills a gap in information on business analytics for job seekers. 


	Bhasker Gupta, the founder and editor of Analytics India Magazine, has come up with more than 200 questions job applicants are likely to face in an interview. Covering data preparation, statistics, analytics implementation, as well as other crucial topics favored by interviewers, this book:

	
		Provides 200+ interview questions often asked by recruiters and hiring managers in global corporations
	
		Offers short and to-the-point answers to the depth required, while looking at the problem from all angles
	
		Provides a full range of interview questions for jobs ranging from junior analytics to senior data scientists and managers
	
		Offers analytics professionals a quick reference on topics in analytics



	Using a question-and-answer format from start to finish, Interview Questions in Business Analytics: How to Ace Interviews and Get the Job You Want will help you grasp concepts sooner and with deep clarity. The book therefore also serves as a primer on analytics and covers issues relating to business implementation. You will learn about not just the how and what of analytics, but also the why and when. This book will thus ensure that you are well prepared for interviewsâ€•putting your dream job well within reach.


	Business analytics is currently one of the hottest and trendiest areas for technical professionals. With the rise of the profession, there is significant job growth. Even so, it’s not easy to get a job in the field, because you need knowledge of subjects such as statistics, databases, and IT services. Candidates must also possess keen business acumen. What's more, employers cast a cold critical eye on all applicants, making the task of getting a job even more difficult.


	What You'll Learn


	The 200 questions in this book cover such topics as:


	• The different types of data used in analytics


	• How analytics are put to use in different industries


	• The process of hypothesis testing


	• Predictive vs. descriptive analytics


	• Correlation, regression, segmentation and advanced statistics


	• Predictive modeling


	Who This Book Is For


	Those aspiring to jobs in business analytics, including recent graduates and technical professionals looking for a new or better job. Job interviewers will also find the book helpful in preparing interview questions.
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Object ThinkingMicrosoft Press, 2004
In Object Thinking, esteemed object technologist David West contends  that the mindset makes the programmer—not the tools and techniques. Delving into  the history, philosophy, and even politics of object-oriented programming. West  reveals how the best programmers rely on analysis and conceptualization—on...
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Neural Networks in Finance : Gaining Predictive Edge in the Market (Advanced Finance Series)Academic Press, 2004
"This book clarifies many of the mysteries of Neural Networks and related optimization techniques for researchers in both economics and finance. It contains many practical examples backed up with computer programs for readers to explore. I recommend it to anyone who wants to understand methods used in nonlinear forecasting." 
 Blake...
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Analysis for Financial Management + S&P subscription cardMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Like its predecessors, the eighth edition of Analysis for Financial Manage

	ment is for nonfinancial executives and business students interested in the

	practice of financial management. It introduces standard techniques and

	recent advances in a practical, intuitive way. The book assumes no prior

	background beyond a rudimentary and...
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Boards That Love Fundraising: A How-to Guide for Your BoardJossey-Bass, 2004
A How-To Guide to Becoming a Board Member Who Loves Fundraising
Boards That Love Fundraising is an easy-to-use workbook in which board members will find the information and skills they need to overcome the "fear factor" and become confident, successful fundraisers.      

Written by Robert Zimmerman and Ann Lehman–leading...
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Seven Deadliest Unified Communications Attacks (The Seven Deadliest Attacks)Syngress Publishing, 2010

	Let’s begin with a quick glimpse into a typical day at a company:


	There you are at your desk, wanting to talk with your colleague Steve in another office about a new project you need his help on. You turn to your laptop, switch to a software program, and look at Steve’s presence info. The little bubble next to...
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Atlas of Intestinal StomasSpringer, 2012

	     Designed to provide a highly visual reference for surgeons and other members of the patient management team, Atlas of Intestinal Stomas is based on the 1967 gold standard text, Turnbull and Weakly’s Atlas of Intestinal Stomas.  Additions include chapters on anatomy and physiology, biliary stomas,...
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